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EÆient and Easy Parallel Implementation ofLarge Numerial SimulationsR�emi Revire, Florene Zara, and Thierry GautierProjet APACHE? ID-IMAG, Antenne ENSIMAG, ZIRST51, av. J. Kuntzmann, F38330 Montbonnot Saint Martin, Frane.fremi.revire, florene.zara, thierry.gautierg�imag.frAbstrat. This paper presents an eÆient implementation of two largenumerial simulations using a parallel programming environment alledAthapasan. This library eases parallel implementations by managingommuniations and synhronisations. It provides failities to adapt theshedule to eÆiently map the appliation on the target arhiteture.Keywords. Parallel Moleular Dynamis - Parallel Cloth Simulation - ParallelProgramming Environment - Sheduling.1 IntrodutionIn the past deade, omputer siene appliations in simulation have beome akey point for parallel programming environments. Many of these appliationshave been developed using MPI (Message Passing Interfae) or PVM (ParallelVirtual Mahine). Even if these low level libraries are eÆient for �ne grainedappliations, writing and debugging them remain diÆult. Other works suh asNAMD [3℄, a moleular dynami simulation, implemented with an higher levelprogramming library (Charm) have shown good speed-up. The Charm library in-tegrates load balaning strategies within the runtime system. Despite the higherlevel of the programming interfae, it does not provide an uniform portabilityaross di�erent parallel arhitetures.In this paper, we present the implementation of a loth simulation and amoleular dynami simulation using Athapasan. This library is well suited forthis kind of appliation for two main reasons. It eases appliations implementa-tion. For instane, an MPI version of our moleular dynami appliation is about100,000 lines of ode while the Athapasan [7, 4℄ version is about 10,000 lines ofode. Next, performanes portability is made possible by adapting the shedulingalgorithm to the spei�ities of the appliation and the target arhiteture.The next setion presents the two numerial simulations. Setion 3 desribesan overview of Athapasan and setion 4 gives some implantation details andexperimental results.? Projet funded by CNRS, INPG, INRIA, UJF. Sappe was partly �naned bythe Rhône-Alpes region. This work is made in ollaboration with Fran�ois Faure(GRAVIR-IMAG), Jean-Louis Roh and Jean-Mar Vinent (ID-IMAG APACHEprojet).



2 R�emi Revire, Florene Zara, Thierry Gautier2 Parallel Algorithms of two Numerial SimulationsThe �rst numerial simulation, Tuktut [2℄ is a moleular dynamis simulation.It aims at emulating the dynami behaviour of multiple-partile systems to studymehanial and strutural properties of proteins and other biologial moleules.The seond one, alled Sappe [9℄ is a loth simulation [1℄. It provides a 3Dand realisti modelling of dressed humans in real time. Sappe is based on aphysial model: a loth is represented as a triangular mesh of partiles linked upby springs emulate the material properties. The mesh topology desribes howpartiles interat and exert fores on eah other.The loop iteration of eah simulation is omposed of two main parts: (1)Computation of fores that at on eah partile or atom; (2) Computation ofeah partile or atom states (aeleration, veloity, position) by integrating thedynami equations of the system. The two simulations di�er only by the natureof the fores.To design parallel algorithms for these two simulations, omputations arepartitioned in a set of tasks. Two tehniques are used to obtain these parti-tions: a partile deomposition for Sappe [9℄ and a domain deomposition forTuktut [2℄. A partile deomposition onsists in splitting the set of partiles inseveral subsets, while a domain deomposition onsists in splitting the simulationspae. With both appliations, the numerous interations between partiles leadsto many data dependenies between omputation tasks. Consequently, the dis-tribution of tasks among distant proessors indues non-trivial ommuniationpatterns. Tasks sheduling is thus a key point for performane.3 Advantages of Athapasan for a Parallel ProgrammingThis setion is dediated to the desription of the Athapasan library. The pro-gramming interfae is �rst briey desribed before to present funtionalities tohandle the sheduling algorithm.3.1 Overview of the Programming InterfaeParallelism is expressed using remote asynhronous proedure alls that reateobjets named tasks. Tasks ommuniate with eah others using a virtual sharedmemory and synhronisations are dedued from the type of aess made by thetasks on shared objets (read aess, write aess). The simpliity of Athapas-an is mainly due to its sequential semantis: eah read operation on a sharedobjet returns the last value written as de�ned by the sequential order of theexeution [4℄.Athapasan programs are desribed independently of the target arhitetureand the hosen sheduling algorithm. Thus, the programmer an fous on algo-rithms letting the Athapasan runtime managing synhronisations and ommu-niations between tasks. Moreover the programming interfae, desribed in [7℄,relies on two keywords only.3.2 Sheduling Failities for EÆient ExeutionsIn order to get eÆient exeutions, the sheduling should be adapted to the tar-get appliation and arhiteture. The programmer an use general algorithms



EÆient and Easy Parallel Implementation of Large Numerial Simulations 3already implemented or design its own spei� sheduling strategy. These algo-rithms an take advantage of some spei� sheduling attributes assoiated totasks and shared data.In the ontext of our numerial simulations, several sheduling algorithmshave been implemented. In these algorithms, shared data are �rst distributedamong exeution nodes. Tasks are sheduled aording to the mapping of theirparameters using the Owner Compute Rule as for HPF Compiler [5℄. We dis-tinguish three strategies to distribute data. In the �rst one, data are Cyliallydistributed (Cyli). In the seond one, the set of shared objets is reursivelypartitioned aording to 3D position and estimated osts (attributes of sharedobjets). This strategy is alled Orthogonal Reursive Bisetion (ORB). In thethird one, a data dependeny graph is built and the Soth partition library [6℄is used to ompute the mapping. These strategies only give the shared and datamapping. The exeution aording to this mapping is fully handled by Athapas-an runtime.4 Implementation of Appliations and ResultsThe implementation of both appliations in Athapasan is intuitive. We �rstdelare a set of Athapasan shared objets representing either a geometri re-gion of spae and the assoiated atoms (Tuktut), or a set of partiles (Sappe).Then, Athapasan tasks are iteratively reated to ompute fores between atomsor partiles of eah shared objet. Finally the program reates tasks to integratepositions and veloities. This kind of shared deomposition makes the granular-ity of tasks easily adaptable by inreasing or dereasing the number of atomsor partiles enapsulated in shared objets. At runtime, Athapasan managessynhronisations and ommuniations between tasks aording to the shedulestrategy.Sappe has been implemented and tested on a luster of PCs omposed of120 mono-proessor Pentium III running at 733MHz, with 256MBytes of mainmemory and interonneted through a swithed 100Mbit/s network. The leftpart of �gure 1 presents exeution time for one iteration of the loth simulation.Performanes are obtained with a yli data mapping. We simulate system ofone million of partiles with a good speedup. Notie that Romero and Zapatahave presented results of a parallel loth simulation with ollision detetion for3,520 partiles on 8 proessors [8℄ in 2000. This is three orders-of-magnitude lessthan our simulation size. Although they perform ollision detetion, we guessthat with a similar detetion we still be able to ompute large simulation.Tuktut has been tested on a luster of 10 SMPs dual Pentium III proes-sors running at 866MHz with 512MBytes of main memory and interonnetedthrough a swithed Ethernet 100Mbit/s network. We report experiments us-ing two moleular strutures on �gure 1. The �rst one has 11,615 atoms (alledGPIK). The seond one (an hydrated �-galatosidase, alled BGLA) has 413,039atoms. In these experienes, we ompare two sheduling strategies, ORB andSoth, on an average of ten iterations. We obtain a signi�ant speed-up foreah strategy. Also notie that the hosen sheduling has an important impaton the results that shows the importane of sheduling failities of Athapasan.



4 R�emi Revire, Florene Zara, Thierry Gautier# partiles #nodes speedup490,000 2 1.81490,000 4 3.17490,000 6 4.19490,000 8 5.351,000,000 2 1.751,000,000 4 2.651,000,000 6 3.29
BGLA (413,039 atoms) GPIK (11,615 atoms)#nodes ORB Soth2 3.09 2.914 6.35 6.128 8.1 8.92 #nodes ORB Soth2 3.83 2.74 3.83 3.538 4.18 5.11Fig. 1. Sappe speed-up (left) on a luster of PCs and Tuktut speed-up (right) on aluster of SMPs.5 ConlusionWe have presented an eÆient �ne grain implementation of two numerial sim-ulations (Sappe and Tuktut) with Athapasan. Experimental results on�rmthat the hoie of a sheduling strategy is a key point for high performane.Athapasan is a parallel programming environment suited to this kind of ap-pliations. It o�er failities to adapt the sheduling strategy to the spei�itiesof the appliations and the target arhiteture. Furthermore the high level pro-gramming interfae helps to implement appliations in an easier way than withMPI or PVM.Referenes1. D. Bara� and A. Witkin. Large steps in loth simulation. In Computer GraphisProeedings, Annual Conferene Series, pages 43{54. SIGGRAPH, 1998.2. P.-E. Bernard, T. Gautier, and D. Trystram. Large sale simulation of parallelmoleular dynamis. In Proeedings of Seond Merged Symposium IPPS/SPDP,San Juan, Puerto Rio, April 1999.3. R.K. Brunner, J.C. Phillips, and Kale L.V. Salable Moleular Dynamis for LargeBiomoleular Systems. In Proeedings of Superomputing (SC) 2000, Dallas, TX,November 2000.4. F. Galil�ee, J.-L. Roh, G. Cavalheiro, and M. Doreille. Athapasan-1: On-line build-ing data ow graph in a parallel language. In IEEE, editor, Pat'98, pages 88{95,Paris, Frane, Otober 1998.5. High Performane Fortran Forum. High Performane Fortran language spei�ation,version 1.0. Tehnial Report CRPC-TR92225, Houston, Tex., 1993.6. F. Pellegrini and J. Roman. Experimental analysis of the dual reursive bipartition-ing algorithm for stati mapping. Tehnial Report 1038-96, 1996.7. J.-L. Roh and et al. Athapasan: Api for asynhronous parallel programming.Tehnial Report RR-0276, INRIA Rhône-Alpes, projet APACHE, February 2003.8. S. Romero, L.F. Romero, and E.L. Zapata. Fast loth simulation with parallelomputers. In Euro-Par 2000, pages 491{499, Munih, August 2000.9. F. Zara, F. Faure, and J-M. Vinent. Physial loth simulation on a p luster.In X. Pueyo D. Bartz and E. Reinhard, editors, Fourth Eurographis Workshop onParallel Graphis and Visualization 2002, Blaubeuren, Germany, September 2002.


